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The Total QualityLeadership (TQL) Office is apart of the consultants and facilitators to selected groups undertaking
OfficeoftheUnderSecretaryofthe Navy. Its mission is to strategicplanning.
provide technical guidance to Navy and Marine Corps
senior leaders on the consistency between Department of NETWORKING
the Navy (DON) policy and TQLprinciples and practices. Benchmarking is a valuable tool for improving processes.

The TQL Office works on quality improvement efforts Recently, in conjunction with the National Aeronautics

with many organizations inside and outside the Federal and Space Administration and with the Internal Revenue

Government. The directorand members oftheTQL Office Service, the TQL Office financed a one-time initiation fee

staffrecently participated on the VicePresidents National required to join the International Benchmarking Clearing-

PerformanceReview (NPR) team. The Officeis also akey house (IBC)established bythe American Productivity and

player in an NPR follow-up effort called the Defense Quality Center. As a result of this funding, all federal

Performance Review (DPR). The DPR team tasked the agencies can now participate in IBC services without

DON to take the lead in developing and implementing a paying individual initiation fees.

total quality in defense management prototype in the De- The TQL Office also sponsored fourpeople from the DON
partment of Defense. for membership in the IBC who are providing specific

The TQL Office staff handles responsibilities in five key guidanceonhowtheDONcan benefitfrom benchmarking.

areas: TQL education and training, TQL consultation, The TQL Office has established a Washington, DC-based
networking with organizations inside and outside gov- TQL advocates group that meets monthly to share infor-
eminent, program management, and publications and mation aboutprocess improvement efforts.
videos.

As rirt of the TQL Office's networking function, staff
TQL EDUCATION AND TRAINING members publish articles intechnical and militaryjoumals

and deliver papers at conferences and symposia on theThe TQL office has worked closely with the Chief of DON TQL aprah

Naval Education and Training (CNET) in developing a
TQL curriculum and in implementing a train-the-trainer PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
strategy. Staff members have provided much of the in-
struction needed to prepare TQL specialists, who them- The TQL Office evaluates nominee packages for produc-
selvesnowconducttrainingofcommand-levelleaders and tivity and quality awards that are given by the DON and by
TQL coordinators and quality advisors at two TQL train- othergovernmentorganizations. Italso manages projects
ing sites located at Little Creek, VA, and Coronado, CA. to develop TQL tools and products, such as survey instru-

ments, for use by DON activities.
The TQL Office also developed the Senior Leaders Semi-

nar, which is offered to top Navy and Marine Corps leaders PUBLICATIONS AND VIDEOS
at the TQL training sites and in Washington, DC. The TQL Office publishes the TQLeader, a newsletter
The TQL Office continues to be responsible for the man- thatreports onDON policy changes,presents case studies,
agement, update, andevaluationoftheTQLcurriculumto and offers technical advice on quality issues. It also
ensure technical accuracy and internal consistency. publishes other materials, such as this report. The intent of

the publication series is to clarify what TQL is and how it
TQL CONSULTATION works within the DON.

In addition to providing technical advice and guidance to Recently, the TQL Office began a program to develop
DON senior leaders, TQL Office staff members serve as educational and informational videotapes.
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The Process Improvement Model, or PIMK describes these requests, copies are now available through the fed-
a systems approach to analyzing and improving processes eral bookstores and the Defense Technical Information
associated with an organization's products and services. Center.
The model is a modification of the method developed by
Walter Shewhart and W. Edwards Deming, eminent stat- The PIM report serves as a bridge between the theory
isticians who pioneered the use of statistical methods to and the practice of total quality management. It has three
gain control over product quality. They understood that objectives: (1) to define the steps of the PIM by describ-
quality control means continuous improvement, a never- ing specific activities associated with each step; (2) to
ending cycle of planning, doing, checking, and acting to describe roles and responsibilities of managers and oth-
improve quality as new knowledge is acquired. ers in relation to the model; and (3) to give a brief overview

of basic statistical process control methods.
The PIM was first described in a 1988 technical

report prepared by Dr. Archester Houston and Dr. Steven The appendices include an exercise for developing a
L. Dockstader, researchers at the Navy Personnel Re- process flowchart, exercises in creating Pareto charts, a
search and Development Center. Its reception was a quiet format to follow in writing up a case study, and a fictitious
one. Not many organizations, DON or otherwise, were case study to show how the format can be used.
thinking about quality management and how it might be
implemented. Since then it has become an indispensable The authors have made only minor changes to this
guide to DON organizations as they pursue quality man- version of the PIM. What made sense in 1988 still makes
agementand to theTQL schoolhouses in Little Creek, VA, sense today. We hope that you will find it useful to your
and Coronado, CA. Demand for the publication goes far own organization.
beyond the Department of the Navy. To accommodate

LINDA M. DOHERTY'

Accesio, JPor Director

Department of the NavyNTIS CRA&I Total Quality Leadership Office

Juestifjczation
D biy... .......... ..........-I

Availability Ccc, ....

Dist Avil and; or
Speciai

Deparflent of the Nav~y TQL Office
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Archester Houston received his Ph.D. in social psychology from Oklahoma
State University in 1982. Upon graduation, he joined the Organizational Systems
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In an effort to improve quality and productivity, Navy aswell as R. L. Ackoffconcerningcross-functional groups,
organizations are adoptinga managementapproach known Navy organizations are adopting an organizational struc-
asTotal Quality Leadership (TQL). This approach is based ture to complement the TQL approach.
on a set of management practices and statistical measures
that, when combined, can remove the causes of poor The structure is composed of hierarchically linked.
product and service quality and excessive cost. cross-flinctional teams called Quality Management Boards

or QMBs. Each board contains a group of managers who
The management practices and analytic methods first are principally responsible for a process that was targeted

adopted in the Navy by its aviation maintenance organiza- by top management for improvement. A QMB also in-
tions are based primarily on the TQL concepts of W. E. cludes a member from senior management, as well as one
Deming. Some of the critical concepts are: or more subordinate-level managers or staff with process

expertise. Thus, each board is made up of three levels to
"* Quality is defined by customers' requirements. increase vertical communication and several functional

"* Top management has direct responsibility for departments to increase horizontal communication.

quality improvement. Process improvement using the Plan-Do-Check-Act

"* Increased quality comes from systematic analy- cycle requires two kinds of improvements: (0) those that
sis anrsd qaimrov mes of ro cesystesatic an address the occasional and unpredictable problems that
sis and improvement of work processes. occur in a system, referred as "special causes of varia-

"• Quality improvement is a continuous effort and tion" by Deming and others; and (2) those concerned with
conducted throughout the organization. the system itself. The latter are referred to by the experts

as "systems causes" or "common causes of variation."
The TQL approach emphasizes the major role that In order for management to improve the system, it must

managers have in achieving quality and productivity im- first establish system stability by removing the special
provement for an organization. Deming and other TQL causes. Because this activity depends upon real-time
proponents, such as P. B. Crosby and J. M. Juran, estimate interventions in the process, the QMBs must establish
that up to 85 percent of quality improvement is under the teams of workers, called "Process Action Teams (PATs),"
direct control of management and can not be remedied by to work on the various phases in the process.
the hourly employee or staff member.

The fundamental purpose of this report is to provide
Under the TQL approach, managers are expected to a detailed description of the roles and activities of the

achieve quality improvements through the use of a pro- QMBs and the PATs in the context ofthe Plan-Do-Check-
cess improvement approach known as a "Plan-Do-Check- Act cycle. Clarification and differentiation of these roles
Act" cycle. This approach was originally associated with are necessary for effective process improvement.
the analytic work of W. A. Shewhart, a colleague of
Deming.

This report describes an approach to integrating the
procedures of process improvement with an organization
made up of cross-functional teams. Specifically, the
report presents how the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle devel-
oped by Shewhart and Deming has been interpreted by the
authors for use by Navy organizations.

Deming advocates teamwork, particularly across func-
tional groups. He emphasizes two-way communication to
identify sources of quality problems and to reduce fear of
change and loss of job security. Combining these con-
cepts with those ofothers, such as K. Ishikawa and D. J. Lu,

Department of the Navy TQL Office iii
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BACKGROUND THE SHEWHART CYCLE

In an effort to improve quality and productivity, Navy (DEMING, 1986)
organizations are adopting a management approach known
as Total Quality Leadership (TQL). This approach is based ACT ON WHlAT PLAN A CHANG"
on a set of management practices and statistical measures m PLAN

that, when combined, can remove the causes of poor (4) ()

product and service quality and excessive cost (Houston,
Shettel-Neuber, & Sheposh, 1986). O ERVEv (HE C o I TE CHAN

CHAN" OS TEST ON A SMALL SCALE

The management practices and analytic methods be-
ing adopted by the Navy's organizations are based primar-
ily on the TQL concepts of W. E. Deming (1986). Some (6) EPEAT STEP I. wiA NEW ONWAR DGE

of the critical concepts are: (6) ETSTE 2. AN ONwARD

"* Quality is defined by customers' requirements. Figure 1. The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle for

"* Top management has direct responsibility for continuous improvement.

quality improvement. In this version of the cycle, management identifies impor-
tant organizational goals during the Plan phase. Activities"• Increased quality comes from systematic analy- in the Do and Check phases involve the identification and

sis and improvement of work processes. analysis of process variables that affect achievement of

"* Quality improvement is a continuous effort and the goals. During the Act phase of the cycle, process

conducted throughout the organization. corrections and improvements are made and evaluated.
Effective changes are formally installed and the process is

Appendix A lists Deming's 14 management prin- monitored to maintain the improved performance. The
ciples. cycle is then repeated to pursue continuous improvement.

The TQL approach emphasizes the major role that
managers have in achieving quality and productivity im-
provement for an organization. Denming and other TQL 0M.MmftcW0J U-M GOAL
proponents such as Crosby (1979) and Juran (1974) ACT PLAN 6Nm

estimate that up to 85 percent of quality improvement is IMKOOW • NfocMI

under the direct control of management and cannot be

remedied by the hourly employee or staff member. CHECK DO POSSI. CAUNS
Of QUAUIY

ANALYN = ftOCm

Under the TQL approach, managers are expected to COLLE DM cACo
achieve quality improvements through the use of a pro-
cess improvement approach known as a "Plan-Do-Check-
Act" cycle (see Figure 1). This approach was originally
associated with the analytic work of W. A. ShewharL Figure 2. The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle
(1931), a colleague of Deming. during process improvement.

This cycle is now closely associated with Deming's - In an effort to assist managers to understand the
philosophy of quality improvement. The cycle, as illus- specific activities in the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle, an
trated in Figure 1, describes a method which is best suited elaboration of the cycle was developed by the Navy Per-
to off-line quality control where experiments are con- sonnel Research and Development Center. The cycle is
ducted. For an elaboration of that approach, see Moen and presented in the form of a flowchart, referred to here as
Nolan (1987). In this technical report, an adaptation ofthe the Process Improvement Model (PIM), and is displayed
cycle for on-line quality control is presented (Figure 2). in Figure 3.

Department of the Navy TQL Office I
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PURPOSE OF REPORT (2) to describe roles and responsibilities of managers and
others in relation to the model; and (3) to give a brief

"The use of TQL principles and the Plan-Do-Check- overview of basic statistical process control methods.
Act cycle in Navy organizations requires the adoption of
managerial practices and responsibilities that managers This report is not a how-to manual for improving
have little, if any, experience in applying. product quality, but rather documentation ofone approach

to process improvement that has general applications.
This report has been written to serve as a bridge The reader is encouraged to consult other writings on the

between theory and practice. Specifically this report has subject (e.g,, Moen & Nolan, 1987; Tunner. 1987) and
three objectives: (1) to define the steps of the PIM by more technically comprehensive treatments of statistical
describing specific activities associated with each step; process control methods (AT&T, 1956; Grant &

Leavenworth, 1974; Ott, 1975).

The use of die PIM requires the cooperation and QUALITY MANAGEMENT BOARDS
coordination of all organizational levels. The following
organizational structure is presented as a way to manage MEMBERSHIP

people involved in process improvement efforts. The
structure consists of three levels: Executive Steering Quality Management Boards (QMBs) are perma-
Committee, Quality Management Boards, and Process nent cross-functional teams made up of top- and mid-Action Teams. level managers who are jointly responsible for a specific

product or service (see principle number 9 of "Deming's
EXECUTIVE STEERING COMMITTEE 14 Management Principles," 1986, in Appendix A). The

structure of the boards is intended to improve communi-
MEMBERSHIP cation andcooperation by providing vertical and horizon-

tal links throughout the organization (Ackoff, 1981;The Executive Steering Committee (ESC) represents Dockstader, 1 984).

the highest level of management and as such is made up of

a number of top managers in the organization. For naval Although the members of QMBs are expected to be
organizations, an ESC would probably include the com- permanent, the chair and the focus ofa specific QMB can
manding officer and department-level managers. shift, depending on the current product or service goal.

FUNCTION During the formation of QMBs, it is crucial that the
members selected have the knowledge and ability to

The ESC identifies strategic goals for organizational relate the ESC's quality improvement goals to specific
quality improvement efforts. It obtains information from outputs and processes.
customers to identify major product and service require-
ments. It is through the identification of these major FUNCTION
requirements that quality goals for the organization are The QMB carries out the majority of PIM activities.
defined. After the ESC has identified customer require- The QMB uses its combined knowledge to select the
ments, it prioritizes and lists the organizational goals for organizational areas that might have the most significant
quality improvement. During the course of quality im impact on the goals. The QMB works with the ESC to
provement efforts there will be changes that require define indicators of quality improvement and cost reduc-
support and resources that can only be provided by top tion.
management. The ESC is expected to ensure that these
requirements are met. The QMB organizes ad hoc Process Action Teams

(PATs) that collect and analyze information about workAfter process changes have been made, the ESC is processes. As the teams perform their work, the QMB
involved in determining the effectiveness of the changes conducts experiments to identify what common causes
in meeting the quality needs of customers. As effective of variation appear to be most critical to process perfor-
process changes are made, the ESC provides the re- mance. Based on these causes, the QMB makes changes

sources needed to standardize and document these changes.

Department of the Navy TQL Office 3
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designed to improve process performance. The QMB FUNCTION
tracks the performance of the process to determine the The main function of a PAT is to collect and
impact of the changes on the selected goals. summarize process data for QMBs. A major task of a

PROCESS ACTION TEAMS PAT is to collect baseline information on process per-
formance. PATs use basic statistical process control

MEMBERSHIP (SPC) methods to analyze a process and identify poten-
tial areas for improvement. It is important to note that

PATs are composed of staff and/or hourly workers PATs and, by extension, the entire PIM are only of use
involved in the processes being investigatedbythe QMBs. when dealing with quality goals that can be achieved by
The members of a PAT are chosen by their respective using objective data. Such data can be obtained by a
managers on the QMBs. The primary consideration in variety of means, including expert judgments and other
choosing PAT members is that the individuals selected be scaling methods.
highly knowledgeable about the operations in their shop
or unit.

iRll• ~MM •i i U|[g OI is 10IFI VE 1111ll ll

The Plan phase involves identifying the critical prod- * What operations in the process have the great-
uct and service requirements of major customers (see est effect on the products or services?
Figure 4). Process improvement efforts are based on
these critical customerrequirements. The ESC and QMBs * How does the performance of these operations
work together in translating customers' requirements into need to change?
appropriate goals. Addressing these questions aids in the development

of a quality improvement plan. A well-developed plan
4s'"enables an organization to concentrate its resources on

GJ achieving maximum quality improvements. Failure toIEC RC develop a well-defined plan with specific, measurable
MOW goals can result in wasted time, misused resources, and

O needless frustration. The following paragraphs describe
N O M t•' -some of the major activities associated with the Plan

I phase under the PIM.

Figure 4. The Plan phase of the PDW. STATE GOAL

A goal within this context refers to some desiredA fundamental assumption of the TQL approach is change in products or services. Examples of such goals

that "quality" is defined by the customer. Therefore, the are in reducin pro cess time or c usm ores

selection of major quality goals must be based on the are n) reducing processing time for customer orders,

information received from customers. During the plan- (2) increasing the service life of a product, (3) shorten-

ning phase there are several questions that should be mng delivery time to customers, or (4) reducing the cost

answered: charged to the customer.

"* Who are our major customers? While TQL is a very effective way of obtaining
quality improvements, certain conditions must be met

"* Which products or services are most important before using the TQL methods and structure to address a
to them? goal. For instance, goals addressed by TQL should be

relevant to the mission of the organization and measur-
" What characteristics of these products or ser- able.

vices could be improved? (What are the "true"
quality characteristics? [Ishikawa & Lu, 19851.)

4 Department of the Navy TQL Office
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RELEVANT -START 0 LINES AN •SYiSOtS CHART

Selected goals should reflect the potential for sig- e RtEtSENTS MA•• STEPS

nificant improvements in the product or service. Avoid OF A MPOCSS

"so what?" goals that have little, if any, impact on the$STP I FoaRS BASIS FOR IOENTIFYING EXCESSIVE

central mission of the organization. For example, if the COMPLEXITY ANO WASTE

central mission of an organization is to repair naval air-
craft, then it is unlikely that a major quality concern would
be processing travel orders for personnel. However, if the
business is a travel agency, it may be entirely appropriate
to optimize travel processing procedures. Whenever
possible, it is best to establish goals that will provide a STOP

direct benefit to the final customer,
Figure 5. Process flowchart.

MEASURABLE
ability, overuse of inspection, and ways to streamline the

TQL is often concerned with economically related process. Streamlining a process is sometimes known as
goals and relies on Statistical Process Control (SPC) "imagineering." During imagineering the QMB con-
methods to achieve these goals. Use of these methods structs a flowchart of the ideal process-that is, a depic-
requires that goals be defined so that their achievement tion of a process that creates perfect products in the most
can be verified by data, not subjective opinion. A goal that efficient manner. The comparison of the actual opera-
cannot be measured in some fashion is not appropriate for tions with the imagineered process can then be used to
the PIM. guide improvement activities. Appendix B presents a

series of exercises that provide practice in developing and
DESCRIBE PROCESS FLOW using a process flowchart.

In many traditional organizations, managers and DEFINE DESIRED CHANGES IN
employees are encouraged to specialize in the activities OUTCOMES
and operations they perform. This emphasis has advan-
tages, such as the development of operational expertise, The achievement of quality goals will require spe-
clear job responsibilities, and well-defined management cific changes in process performance. A critical task of
boundaries. There are potentially serious disadvantages the ESC and QMBs is to identify and define these needed
associated with this "departmentalizing" of a work pro- changes. DuringtheplanningandotherphasesofthePIM,
cess, however. Some of the disadvantages include: con- there are three types of information that will be needed to
flict between interrelated operations in separate depart- achieve and maintain quality improvements. These types
ments, restriction of needed information, duplicated ef- of information are: outcome, output, and process.
forts, and suboptimization. Suboptimization occurs when
actions are taken to improve the performance of an iso- OUTCOME
lated operation to the detriment of related or subsequent
operations. This information represents the customers' evalua-

tion of the product or service. This information can
One way to avoid the disadvantages of a narrow include timeliness, price, or "fitness for use." These

process focus in a QMB is for that group to identify major measures are provided by customers external to the orga-
interrelated process operations and departmental respon- nization. It is information from such customers that is the
sibilities. The flowchart is a method of accomplishing basis for defining product or service quality. If the
this. The flowchart graphically describes the interrela- organization's current customer information system is
tionship of operations and decisions required to trans- considered inadequate, then different methods of obtain-
form resources into outputs (see Figure 5). ing information must be developed. Failure to obtain

accurate definitions of customers' requirements seri-
After the QMB has constructed a process flowchart, ously weakens the entire foundation of the TQL approach.

it should analyze the chart to identify such things as
duplicated efforts between operations, gaps in account-
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OurTUT mation is gathered by individuals who work directly with
the process. Process information is collected to identify

Output infomation describes objective features of a the variables that have the greatest effect on the product or
product or service. This information typically represents srie

a comparison of critical characteristics of the final prod-

uct of service with customer-defined requirements. These Measures of outcome, output, and process are used
requirements might address physical specifications, de- throughout the process improvement cycle. The ESC
gree of accuracy, manufacturing costs, or time standards. obtains outcome information to identify major organiza-
This type of information can usually be obtained through tional goals. The ESC and QMBs work together to relate
the review of inspection or audit records. the outcome requirements to specific process outputs.

PROCESS They then define how the outputs need to change. The
QMBs and PATs work together to identify the process

Process information describes the resources and variables that have the greatest effect on output quality.
operations required to develop a product or service. This As these variables are changed, output and outcome infor-
information can address equipment performance, condi- mation is collected. This information is analyzed to check
tion of incoming material, variations in work methods, or progress toward the quality improvement goals.
worker characteristics. In the TQL approach, this infor-

After quality goals have been defined, the process performance. First, information on past performance of
variables related to improved quality need to be identi- output characteristics is gathered. This is known as
fled. The identification of these variables is the task of baseline information. Second, a description of the pro-
PATs. A PAT consists of individuals working on the cess as it currently exists is developed. It takes the form
process selected for improvement. In the Do phase of the of an as-is flowchart. Third, the identification of specific
PIM, the team has three major responsibilities (see Fig- process variables is accomplished through a cause-and-
ure 6). First, the PAT studies the current process and its effect analysis. The following sections provide further
outputs to identify variables related to quality. Second, discussion of these steps.
the team develops measures of those variables. Third, the
team creates a format to collect data. DEVELOP BASELINE FOR PROCESS OUTPUTS

The first step in baseline development is to clearly
define what quality characteristics of the process output

,YPOI IN1ALi will be studied. This definition is critical to subsequent
CAUMS sOF QUAM process analysis and improvement efforts. Development

4 of a baseline for a process output involves evaluation of
D -ENWJVPRMsE the output over a period of time. The purpose is to

determine how the process performs prior to and follow-
ing any improvement efforts.

EMtAWH &VAA
The output studied by a PAT depends on the type of

process. The output of a production process is usually a
physical product, such as an automobile, a camera, or

Figure 6. The Do phase of the PIM. clothing. Such outputs have physical dimensions that can
often be quantified and objectively evaluated. The outputs

IDENTIFY POTENTIAL CAUSES OF of service processes tend to be more difficult to measure
QUALITY (Albrecht & Zemke, 1985). Examples of services include

medical examinations, haircuts, management consulting,

and report editing. The results ofthese types ofprocesses
PATs are expected to use their knowledge and expe- can vary greatly from customer to customer and are often

rience to identify variables that affect output quality, evaluated on the basis of subjective criteria. Thus, col-
Statistical methods are used by PATs to study process lecting baseline information on service outputs can

6 Department of the NaW TQL Office
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require much more continuous and direct communication Most cause-and-effect analysis concentrates on four
with customers than is required when the output is a categories of process variables. These categories are:
product.

Personnel - The attributesofthepeople involved
There is no easy answer for determining what output in the process, such as their experience, training.

characteristics should be measured to create a baseline, strength, or even eyesight and reading ability.
The characteristics should have a logical relationship to Materials - The physical resources or raw mate-
the goals defined by the ESC and QMB. For example, if rials used in the process; within the setting ofNavy
the goal is to reduce the amount of backlogged material, aviation maintenance organizations, these resources
then a logical output to measure would be the ratio of can include materials such as sheet metal, packing
completed orders to total orders received per day. material, or chemicals.

DEVELOP As-Is FLOWCHART Methods - The combination of information and
procedures used to create process output. Infor-

Each PAT should develop a flowchart that depicts its mation sources may be standardized as, for ex-
section of the process as it actually functions. Such ample, technical data manuals or forms. Methods
flowcharts should be used to flesh out formal descriptions can include informal work experiences, such as
of operations. It might be discovered that the as-is shortcuts workers learn from others.
description includes redundant steps or that the informal Machines - The equipment and tools used in a
process omits critical activities. It is also important to process. For a supply operation, this might include
determine how the operations within a process interact. forklift trucks, computer terminals, or conveyance
Process improvements must relate to the process as it systems.
functions. The as-is flowchart can also serve to provide
QMB members with more detailed knowledge of critical While these four categories are commonly used in
processes. the identification of important causes of process perfor-

mance, other categories can be added to or substituted for
PERFORM CAUSE-AND-EFFECT ANALYSIS them. An example of cause-and-effect ariysis of a

Cause-and-effect analysis is a brainstorming method problem concerning inventory accuracy in a supply opera-

used by a team to create abranchingdiagram. It shows the tion is depicted in Figures 8 and 9. Inventory accuracy as

relationship between a set of possible process variables presented in the diagrams refers to the location of the

andaspecificprocessresult(Ishikawa, 1983). Theresults correct amount of material within its assigned storage

often focused on during cause-and-effect analysis con- space. Inventory accuracy is the result or effect of a

cern quality, costs, or schedule (see Figure 7). combination of variables or causes.

The purpose of conducting the cause-and-effect analy-
sis is to identify the variables that appear to have a major
influence on process results. Once these potential causes
have been identified, they can be analyzed using an SPC
graph such as a scatter diagram. Such analysis is con-
ducted to verify that the causes significantly affect pro-
cess performance. The variables identified during the
cause-and-effect analysis are also studied to determine
the type of influence these variables have on process
results.

CAM 4Ec IDENTIFY PROCESS MEASURES
"- BqNR ORMNG COK40NED W¶H NZANCING DIAGAM
"* usTS POSSW CAMS Froooo oR e ouAM As important as it is to have valid data on outcomes
" SHOWSI EADONSHP BETE-N TEMCr AM ITS ýCAU and outputs, it is vital to obtain process measures as well.
. ADSH I NAWLVG COKVM Pu OZAC7-1NS Unfortunately, organizations rarely have systems estab-

lished to collect data on process characteristics. When
Figure 7. Cause-and-effect analysis chart. such data are not available, it becomes necessary to

develop the process measures
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Figure 8.Example of cause-and-effect chart.
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Developing process measures is not easy. Take, for involves collecting data in such a way that it
example, a process variable such as legibility of docu- represents the effect of process variables accu-
ments. Members of a team might agree that it is critical rately. The services of a professional statisti-
to performing their job, but measuring the legibility of a cian are often required to ensure proper sam-
form can be vay difficult, pling.

Unfortunately, there is no single method of develop- Who will collect the information? An obvi-
ing measures for process variables. This is a problem that ous, but sometimes overlooked, item is decid-
each team will have to work through by using its best ing individual responsibility fordata collection.
judgment. However, once process measures have been If individuals are not given specific data collec-

identified and developed, it is possible to statistically tion tasks, there is considerable danger of data

determine the validity and reliability of these measures. collection failing to be carried out because no

As more knowledge is acquired on processes, it becomes one was responsible for it. The individuals
selected to conduct data collection should beeasier to determine what variables should be measured andsectdocnutdaaolcinshldbhowtheyshouldbem efine d.bs s dmable to do so as a routine part of their duties.how they should be defmned. This is likely to occur when the data collector

ESTABLISH DATA COLLECTION works in the part of the process where the
variable is found. For example, if a team is

PROCEDURES concerned with inaccurate documentation at-
tached to vendor-supplied material, then some-

After a PAT has developed measures, it must decide one wo cently cheks dc entsate
one who currently checks documents at the

how to collect the data. Data must be collected in a receiving operation would be an appropriate
systematic fashion to ensure accuracy of analysis and choice as a data collector.
interpretation. After they have been collected, they are
analyzed to identify those variables that are most critical Where will the data be collected? A PAT
to quality, must decide at what points in a process data

should be collected. The as-is flowchart devel-
COLLECT BASELINE PROCESS INFORMATION oped by the PAT could be used to identify

appropriate process data collection points. Data
The first part of the data ollction strategy requires should be collected on causes at the points

that the team collect information on the causes of varia- where they occur, rather than waiting to infer the
tion identified through cause-and-effect analysis. This existence of the cause through a change in the
information is collected to determine how the various effect. For example, an insufficient number of
causes influence the output or effect. Five questions need wooden pallets could be identified as a cause of
to be addressed prior to collecting baseline data on causes: material backlog in a storage area. It would be

more appropriate to measure the difference
"What process information will be collected? between available versus needed pallets than to
This question concerns the type of information measure the amount of backlog to determine
that will be collected on each cause. In some whether or not the supply is adequate.
cases a measure is a simple tally, such as count-
ing defects in a product, counting forklift trucks When will the data be collected? This ques-
available at a receiving dock, or counting docu- tion refers to identifying deadlines for data
ments that are illegible. Some variables require collection activities. Data collection deadlines
detailed measurement, examples are visual acu- are used to obtain process data in a timely
ity of material handlers, size of packages re- manner. The time span should be long enough to
ceived from vendors, or minutes required to provide a representative sample of measures.
assemble and deliver an aircraft component kit. For example, if it takes an hour to process an

aircraft component, then collecting data once a" How will the data be collected? There are week could miss valuable information. In this
two issues that need to be addressed here. First, instance, collecting data on an hourly basis dur-
the PAT must develop a standard data collection ing each work day would be more appropriate.
format. In some cases this might require the Expert assistance from statisticians or opera-
team to construct check sheets or other record- tions analysts could be used to help the team
ing forms. The individuals who use the forms determine an adequate time frame.
must use them in a consistent fashion. The
second issue is that of sampling. Sampling
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PERFORM PARETO ANALYSIS A Pareto analysis could be used to display the rela-

After baseline measures of the process causes have t between such data as:

been gathered, the relative importance of the causes must 0 Type of accident (cause) compared with labor
be determined. Rather than expend the organization's hours lost (effect).
resources to correct a host of causes all at one time, it
would be more effective to address those causes that have * Vendor sources used (cause) compared with
the greatest impact on the effect first. A method corn- defective material found (effect).
moanly used to identify the most important causes is the
Pareto analysis (see Figure 10). This analytic technique * Complexity of travel requirements (cause) comn-
involves the use of a vertical bar chart that depicts causes pared with time required to process orders (ef-
sorted in descending order according to their impact on fect).
the selected effect. * Type of product defect (cause) compared with

the cost of reworking the product (effect).

fl From a review ofa Pareto chart, a PAT could identify
EFFECT those variables that have the greatest effect on an outputIIUP characteristic. Those variables could then be analyzed to

determine their precise influence within the process.F- •- **9 Appendix C presents an exercise that can be used for
developing a set of Pareto charts. The following section

CAUSE C~Aos describes the methods frequently used to study process
variables.

" VER1lCAI. BARGRMODICEEAA

"* USED TO RAWMK WTO•ANCE OF CAUSES

"* ADS IN SELECTING WIMPROVEMENT AREAS

Figure 10. Pareto chart.

lI Igo1, If tI[ L l I M KO MI• M i WIt0 M M 11 H il Ml

COLLECT AND ANALYZE DATA In addition to flowcharts, cause-and-effect diagrams,
and Pareto charts, there are four other methods corn-

In the Check phase (Figure 11), a PAT collects pro- monlyassociatedwith process analysis-histograms, scat-
cess and output data. During the data collection period, ter diagrams, run charts, and control charts (G.O.A.L.,
the data are summarized using graphic methods. Once the 1985; Houston, Hulton, Landau, Monda, & Shettel-Neuber,
data have been summarized, the PAT and QMB interpret 1987; Ishikawa, 1983). These graphic methods are pre-
the findings to confirm which process variables have a sented below along with brief definitions.
significanteffect on outputs and, subsequently, outcomes. It should also be pointed out that these are the most
As significant variables are identified, statistical expePi-odnd t aements are conducted to determine the precise type of basic analytic methods and are most often used with on-
effect each variable has on output quality, line process analysis. Other, more advanced, techniquesassociated with design of experiments (AT&T, 1956) are

beyond the scope of the present discussion.
COLCT AND

SHISTOGRAMS

00 E~S7 These graphs can be used to depict variation in pro-
OF PROCESS , cess performance or results (see Figure 12). They can

also be used to show how the majority of process outputs
compare with a goal value as well as with its specification
limits.

Figure 11. The Check phase of the PIM
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FREQUENCY mocts$

MEASUREMINT NTERVALS .- U

L UNE GRAPH"* 1Af GRAPH OF CONTINUOUS DATA sIMLE DISPLAY OF "sOCs

"• 0DSPLAYS AMOUNT AND TYPE OF PERFORANCE ov TIME
VARIATION IN PROCESS OUTPUTS

Figure 14. Run chart.Figure 12. Histogram.

CONTROL CHARTSSCAITTER DIAGRAMS
These charts depict process performance from

These diagrams are often used to check the strength samples taken over a period of time (see Figure 15).
of the possible cause-and-effect relationships identified Control charts can be used to predict how a process should
in the Do phase. These diagrams can be used to show perform under stable conditions. These charts can be used
whether changes in a process variable result in changes in to distinguish among variables that consistently affect all
the output (see Figure 13). of a process's outputs (common causes) and those that

have an unpredictable effect on outputs (special causes).

MEASURES UPPER CONMOL UWT-
(EFFECT)

MIASADRSUINT AVEVAGE•• 0 
1 V -\ -

PROCESS MEASURES ______________________(CAUSE)
•LINE GRAPH WITH ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERKS

" Mr II•OU NOF IRED EVALUATES STABILITY Of A PROCESSMEASUREMENTS

" USED TO TEST RELATINHIP 0 DIAGNOSES PROBLEMS(PROBLEM ANALYSIS)

KTWEEN A SISPECIED 6 ASSESSES EFFECTS OF IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS (PROCESS CONTROL)
CAUSE AND THE OUTPUT
EFFECT

Figure 15. Control chart.

These methods are used, when appropriate, by QMBs
Figure 13. Scatter diagram. and PATs to uncover causes of unwanted variation in

RUN CHARTS process performance. Once the data have been graphed,
both the PAT and the QMB interpret the fmdings. Based

These charts are constructed to determine whether on the results of their interpretation, process improve-
there are time-related patterns in process performance ment changes are made and evaluated in the Act phase. To
(see Figure 14). They can also be used to test before-and- assist in the selection and use of appropriate analytic
after effects of process changes. methods, some organizations provide their QMBs and
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The term special causes refers to variables that are
PATs with process consultants specifically trained to not regarded as pan ofthe system and have an isolated and
provide instruction in the analytic and problem-solving statistically unpredictable influence on outputs. Special
methods associated with TQL. In the absence ofspecially causes are often local to a specific operation, machine, or
trained consultants, itis often necessary to have a profes- lot of material. Some examples of special causes include
sional statistician help with these matters. a bad lot of material, a single malfunctioning machine, or

DETERMINE TYPES OF PROCESS a new worker using inappropriate procedures. Sometimes
the source of a special cause cannot be determined or

CAUSES reflects an unusual statistical event (sometimes called
"bad luck").

Before taking actions to improve quality, QMBs and
PATs should determine what types of causes or variables Failing to identify the exact nature ofa problem could
are within the process. Causes have either a common or result in short-term solutions (band-aid solutions or quick
special influence on a process. Common causes are those fixes) being used on long-term problems. This is usually
that arise from the system itself and influence overall the result of incorrectly assuming that a common cause is
performance in a statistically predictable fashion. Some a special cause. It is also possible to errby implementing
examples of common causes are the accuracy of standards broad-scope, long-term changes on what could have been
supplied to a work area, the training given to workers, or a short-term aberration. Common and special causes can
the consistency of materials used in the process. often be identified through the use of control chats

(Wheeler & Chambers, 1986).

SELECT CAUSES TO CHANGE phase in efforts to improve process quality (see Figure
16). At this point in the model, a critical task of the QMB

AttheconclusionoftheCheckphase, the PAT selects is to identify those variables that can be handled at the
process variables believed to be major contributors to lower organizational levels and those that require the
process quality. These variables are used during the Act efforts of upper management. Typically, actions on spe-

F AUr . The Atpa ACoh N ON
SPECIAL CAUSES

S~DEVELOP CHANGES

PLA FOR COMMON CAUSE.S

'7CHEK DOIMPLEMENT" ON

TSNDRZ OFD MO~fTfOR PROCESS

INEFFCTIVEEFFECIVE CNTINU

Figure 16. Thse Act phase of the PIM.
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cial causes, those isolated and unpredictable process IMPLEMENT COMMON CAUSE
influences, can be dealt w'th at the worker or first super- CHANGES ON A TRIAL BASIS
visory level. Changing common causes, those variables
that affect total process perfonmance, usually involves After changes have been designed by the QMB and
major changes that require the attention ofhigher manage- the ESC, the changes are put into effect for a trial period.
ment. The QMB continues to work with the PATs and others

TAKE ACTION ON SPECIAL CAUSES involved in the changes to ensure that the designed
changes are properly executed. Failure to follow the

In some cases it is necessary to take corrective action change plan could lead to poor results and the discontinu-

as soon as a special cause is identified. If unsafe working ing of an effective process change.

conditions are discovered, it is not necessary to wait until EVALUATE EFFECTS OF CHANGES
all of the analytic efforts have been carried out to improve
the working conditions. Early in an organization's TQL After the process change, the QMB and ESC need to
effort, many causes identified might require immediate evaluate the effect of the change relative to the original
action. Often these actions can be taken at the lowest goals identified during the Plan phase. Evaluation should
organizational level. For example, a PAT might identify a be conducted at the process level, the output level, and the
machine with an incorrect setting; the team members outcome level. These levels of evaluation are used to
could have the authority to correct the setting without any determine whether the process change should be stan-
management assistance. It should be remembered that the dardized or further investigation is required. The follow-
main purpose of correcting special causes is to stabilize ing sections describe evaluation activities.
a process. After a process is stabilized, it is possible to
addresscommon causesand improveoverall performance. COLLECT AND ANALYZE PROCESS

DEVELOP CHANGES FOR COMMON AND OUTPUT DATA

CAUSES Once changes have been installed, the process is

allowed to operate for the preselected trial period. Data
As a process is stabilized and common causess- are collected by PATs to assess the effects of the change,

identified, the QMB and ESC work to improve process- using, for example, a run or control chart to determine
wide influences on quality. TheQMB andESCidentify the whether the change has a significant influence on the
resources and authority levels required to make the ouptcacersi.TefnigofheP sae

chanes.As artofte cangedesgntheQMBandESC output characteristic. 71e findings of the PATs are
changes. As partofthe change design, theQMBandESC smmrie and submitted along with graphs to be re-

will have to decide how long a trial period should be used viewed by the ESC and QMB. The QMB integrates the

to test the change. Two factors that should be taken into data obtained from PATs to form a complete description

consideration are the nature of the change and production of the effects that changes have had on outputs.

time. Some changes might take a relatively short time to

put in place and be expected to show immediate results. DETERMINE IMPACT ON OUTCOMES

Other changes might require a longer period of time to
install and affect the outputs. After the PATS have completed their collection of

evaluative output data, the QMB and the ESC compare
The determination of trial periods should be made those data with outcome information. The purpose of this

using statistical criteria before the change is implemented comparison is to determine what effect the changes have
to avoid incorrectly evaluating the effectiveness of a made on meeting customer requirements. It is possible
change. For example, a change might be considered to be that a change could have a positive effect on performance
effective before it is actually tried. Once it has been put at an internal level without those benefits being btans-
in place, any positive results could be interpreted as ferred to the user of the product or service. That is why
sufficient evidence that it is working. The trial would then it is very important for the QMB to identify all of the
be stopped and a potentially ineffective change estab- major process operations during the Plan phase. If a
lished as part of the process. By collecting data for a critical operation is ignored within a process, its poor
sufficient time period, changes that only have a temporary performance could neutralize other gains.
effect can be ruled out.
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DETERMINE WHETWER OGuINAL MONITOR PROCESS
IMPROVEMENT GOALS HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED

After reviewing evaluation data, the QMB and ESC The final step of this model is the establishment of

must determine whether the process improvement goals monitoring procedures. Once a process has been im-

have been achieved. If the changes lead to desired proved so that it meets the requirements of customers, the

improvements, then the QMB and ESC take the steps process changes that led to the improvement must be

needed to make the changes permanent parts of the maintained. Maintenance of a process at a higher level of

process. If there has been no significant change in the quality requires the ongoing measurement of critical

outcomes selected during the Plan phase, then other process variables. The purpose of such measurement or

possible causes of performance must be investigated, monitoring is to ensure that process performance does

This could require returning to the lists created during not deteriorat.

the Plan and Do phases and selecting different variablestoworkon. In an extreme case, anew set ofcauses: might At die conclusion of a successful improvement ef-
have to be identified for em e process, fort, the participating groups should develop the proce-

dures and forms necessary to monitor the process. Unlike

STANDARDIZE AND DOCUMENT the previous process analysis efforts, data collection for
PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS monitoring is expected to be a regular task of the people

involved in the process. Simplicity in data collection and
analysis should be a major consideration in the develop-

If the results show a significant increase in process ant of a m ajor system.

quality, then the QMB and ESC take actions to make the meat of a monitoring system.

changes permanent. Such actions might include chang- CONTINUE IMPROVEMENT CYCLE
ing specifications, work methods, or vendors, or provid-
ing new training to workers. Although this model focuses on the individual pro-

ocess improvement effort, it should be remembered that
An important step in maintaminng process improve- under TQL, process improvement efforts are a continu-

meats is documentation of improvement actions and ous activity. The ESC should always search for new areas
results. By recording such efforts it is possible to for improvement. At the organizational level, the ESC
develop case studies for the contininng education of works to address new customer concerns and require-
managers new to the TQL approach, for informing yen- ments as the previous goals are met. This might require
dors of their responsibilities under a changed process, increasingly detailed customer information systems. At

and for briefing customers on the organization's efforts the QMB and PAT levels, continuing efforts to reduce

to meet their requirements. Appendix D presents a case process variation and refinement of process improve-

study format and guide that can be used to document mepts provide additional quality gains.

process improvements. Appendix E presents a fictitious

case study to demonstrate the use of the format.
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AlthoughthePlMwasdevelopedforNavyindustrial originate from inappropriate attitudes and practices of
organizations, the activities presented in the model can managers. Successful use of the PIM to improve an
be applied to a variety oforganizations, private as well as organization's products and services will be heavily af-
public. fected by the ability of managers to adopt the concepts

associated with TQL.
The major impediments to the use of the PIM and, by

extension, to the use of TQL, are not likely to lie in the
nature of the process under investigation, but rather to

The following conditions are considered essential for successful application of the PIM:

I. Managers should understand the principles and 4. Managers should agree that the TQL approach
techniques associated with TQL. could be used to significantly improve the prod-

ucts and services of their organization.
2. Managers should believe that they are capable of

making significant changes in the ways the orga- 5. Managers should clearly define their responsi-
nization does business. bilities, as well as the responsibilities of their

subordinates, in process improvement activi-
3. Managers at all levels should have a shared ties.

perception that improvement in product and
service quality is essential to their organization's
mission.
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1. Create and publish toall employees astatementofthe aims and purposes of the company orotherorganization.
The management must demonstrate constantly their commitment to this statement.

2. Learn the new philosophy, top management and everybody.

3. Understand the purpose of inspection, for improvement of processes and reduction of cost.

4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag alone.

5. Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service.

6. Institute training for skills.

7. Teach and institute leadership.

8. Drive out fear. Create trust. Create a climate for innovation.

9. Optimize toward the aims and purposes of the company, the efforts of teams, groups, staff areas, too.

10. Eliminate exhortations for the work force.

11. (a) Eliminate numerical quotas for production. Instead, learn and institute methods for improvement.

(b) Eliminate MBO (management by objective). Instead, learn the capabilities of processes and how to
improve them.

12. Remove barriers that rob people of pride of workmanship.

13. Encourage education and self-improvement for everyone.

14. Take action to accomplish the transformation.
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SPRAY PAINTING PROCESS FLOWCHART EXERCISE (PART ONE)
This exercise is designed to provide some practice in developing a process flowchart. The following unordered list

presents operations for a spray painting process. For this exercise:

"* Number the operations in what you think is the most likely sequence of occurrence.

"* Indicate with an asterisk the decision points along the process; that is, mark where you think the quality of the
work is being evaluated.

*eeQ QQe Q eoe ee.. o 0 ee .. ,o 0qoeeI,{eoeooeeooeeeeeeee 0 0 0 •0 0 0 Q0 0 00•aQ0 00 0000000

Spray Painting Process Operations (not in order)

mask nonpainted surfaces bake first color coat

apply first primer coat sand first primer coat

in-process check, second primer coat _ Q.C. approval of final coat

ap•ly final color coat sand second primer coat

in-process check, first color coat in-process check, final color coat

fill depressions in-process check, filler level

touchup final coat sand first color coat

sand down to base metal bake final color coat

move material to storage area in-process check, first primer coat

apply first color coat , apply second primer coat

-sand filler receive surface components
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SPRAY PAINTING PROCESS FLOWCHART EXERCISE (PART 1)

ANSWER SHEET

Steps in Order

I - receive surface components * 12 - in-process check, second primer coat

2 - sand down to base metal 13 - apply first color coat

3 - fill depressions 14 - bake first color coat

4 - sand filler 15 - sand first color coat
* 5 - in-process check, filler level * 16 - in-process check, first color coat

6 - mask nonpainted surfaces 17 - apply final color coat

7 - apply first primer coat 18 - bake final color coat

8 - sand first primer coat * 19 - in-process check, final color coat

* 9 - in-process check, first primer coat 20 - touchup final coat

10 - apply second primer coat * 21 - quality control approval of final coat

11 - sand second primer coat 22 - move material to storage area

* Indicates decision point.
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SPRAY PAINTING DEFECT LOCATION EXERCISE (PART TWO)

The following list presents possible defects that could occur during the spray painting process.

"* Identify where in the spray painting process the defects could occur.

"* Use numbers to identify the defects in the blanks next to the process steps.

1. Blisters (raised portions of finish coat) 7. Roughness ("orange peel," sags, runs)

2. Undeibaking (insufficient heat or time in oven) 8. Unfilled depression

3. Cracks (breaks in final coat) 9. Contamination (dirt or foreign matter in

4. Incorrect coating (wrong primer or paint) coating)

5. Oveibaking (excessive heat or time in oven) 10. Overspraying (paint or primer on unwanted
surface)

6. Sanding scratch (marks caused by excessive 11. Insufficient coating (not enough primer or paint
abrasion) to provide adequate protection)

*o@eooooo 000000000000000000 000 000 00000 00 00000 000 @00 0•00000

Spray Painting Defects That Could * Spray Painting Defects That Could
Process Steps Occur at This Step : Process Steps Occur at This Step0I

(1) receive surface components : (13) apply first color coat
0

(2) sand down to base metal : (14) bake first color coat

(3) fill depressions (15) sand first color coat

( (16) in-process check of(4) sand filler
* first color coat

(5) in-process check of
filled depressions * (17) apply final color coat

0

(6) mask nonmainted surfaces : (18) bake final color coat

(7) apply first 7?ritner coat _ (19) in-process check of
0 final color coat0

(8) sand first primer coat k ,Z0) touchup final coat

(9) in-process check of (21) quality control approval
first primer coat ,_ of final coat

(10) apply second primer coat (22) move material to

* storage area
(11) sand second printer coat

(12) in-process check of
second primer coat
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SPRAY PAINTING DEFECT LOCATION EXERCISE (PART 2)

ANSWER SHEET

1. Blisters (raised portions of finish coat) 7. Roughness ("orange peel," sags, runs)

2. Underbaking (insufficient heat or time in oven) 8. Unfilled depression

3. Cracks (breaks in final coat) 9. Contamination (dirt or foreign matter in

4. Incorrect coating (wrong primer or paint) coating)

5. Overbaking (excessive heat or time in oven) 10. Overspraying (paint or primer on unwanted
surface)

6. Sanding scratch (marks caused by excessive 11. Insufficient coating (not enough primer or paint
abrasion) to provide adequate protection)

****.e .. eo....eeeOQeo~eeee...@@@@@@e......ee....ee~oeee..ee

Spray Painting Defects That Could * Spray Painting Defects That Could
Process Steps Occur at This Step : Process Steps Occur at This Step

@* ( 3) p ply fi r t co or oat1, 4 , 7 , 9 , 10 , 1 1
(1) receive surface components (13) apply first color coat

0

(2) sand down to base metal 6 (14) bake first color coat 2,3,5
0

(3) fill depressions (15) sand first color coat

(4) sand filler 6 : (16) in-process check of
* first color coat

(5) in-process check of
filled depressions (17) apply final color coat 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11

(6) mask nonpainted surfaces (18) bake final color coat 2, 3, 5
(7) apa4,7,9,10,11 (19) in-process check of

"ar final color coat

60
(8) sand first primer coat 6 (20) touchup final coat 4,7,9

(9) in-process check of : (21) quality control approval
first primer coat . of final coat

(10) apply secondprimer coat 4,7,9, 10,11
: (22) move material to

(11) sand second primer coat 6 storage area
0

(12) in-process check of 0

second primer coat
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APPENDIX C
PARETO CHART EXERCISE
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In this exercise, you are asked to create two Pareto charts.

Step One - Complete the data sheet provided below by calculating the total cost per paint spraying defect.

Rework Cost Per
Type of Defect Frequency of Defect Defect (S) Total Cost (S)*

Blisters 20 5.00

Underbaking 5 12.00

Cracks 3 3.00

Incorrect coating 7 18.00

Overbaking 6 14.00

Sanding scratch 26 3.00

Roughness 2 2.00

Unfilled depression 9 1.00

Contamination 4 8.00

Overspraying 18 4.00

* Total cost equals frequency of defect times the rework cost per defect. For example, the total cost of blisters
equals 20 x $5.00 or $100.00.

Step Two - Use the frequency-of-defect information to create a Pareto chart using the Figure C-i worksheet.
Rank the categories of defects from the highest to the lowest frequency.
Figure C-3 is a completed Pareto chart that you can use for comparison.

Step Three - Use the total-cost-of-defects information to create a Pareto chart using the Figure C-2 worksheet.
Rank the costs of defects from the highest to the lowest.
Figure C-4 is a completed Pareto chart that you can use for comparison.

Step Four - Use the data provided on the completed worksheets to answer the following questions:

* Which three defects appear to occur most often?

Which three defects contribute most to the cost of repairing defects?
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PARETO CHART EXERCISE

ANSWER SHEET

Step One

Type of Defect Frequency of Defect Rewofe Cost Per Total Cost ($)*
Defect (S) ____ ____

Blisters 20 5.00 100.00

Underbaking 5 12.00 60.00

Cracks 3 3.00 9.00

Incorrect coating 7 18.00 126.00

Overbaking 6 14.00 84.00

Sanding scratch 26 3.00 78.00

Roughnes 2 2.00 4.00

Unfilledd dpm ion 9 1.00 9.00

Contamination 4 8.00 32.00

Overwraying 18 4.00 72.00

Step Four

"* Which three defects appear to occur most often?

1. Sanding Scratch
2. Blisters
3. Overspraying

"* Which three defects contribute most to the cost of repairing defects?

1. Incorrect coating
2. Blisters
3. Overbaking
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MlEQUENCY

25

20

15

10

I5

0

TYPE OF DEFECT

Figure C-)1. Worksheet for plotting frequency of paint spraying defects.
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Figure C-2. Worksheet for plotting total costs of paint sprqving defects.
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FREQUENCY

25 11

20II I I I I I I

15

3.0

0

TYPE OF DEFECT

Figure C-3. Answer sheet showing how a Pareto chart can display the ranked frequencies of paint spraying defects.
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Figure C-4. Answer sheet showing how a Pareto chart can displa the ranked total costs of paint spraying defects.
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BACKGROUND: State issue addressed by the case study here. Use information obtained from customers.

CURRENT PERFORMANCE: Give an overview of the quality, cost, and schedule performance of the process.

IMPROVEMENT GOALS: State goals of process improvement effort. Use outcome goals defined by the
ESC.

GENERAL PROCESS STEPS: List major operations and decisions used in the process. Use general knowl-
edge of ESC.

GROUPS INVOLVED IN IMPROVEMENT EFFORT: Describe the composition of the QMBs and PATs
which conducted the process analysis. Use records of ESC meetings.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS: Present and discuss findings of process analysis conducted by the PATs. Include
process-specific flowchart, Pareto charts, and cause-and-effect diagrams as needed.

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATED PROCESS VARIABLES: List the characteristics of
the product or service that significantly affect its quality. Along with each characteristic, identify the process
variables that were found to lead to the characteristic. Use the information obtained during the Do and Check
phases of the PIM. Present SPC charts to illustrate relationships between the process variables and specific
quality characteristics.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS: Describe the actions taken by the PATs and the QMBs on the
process variables to meet the stated goals. Use the information obtained during the Act phase of the PIM. List
the improvement actions under their related quality characteristic. The following format is suggested.

QUALITY CHARACTERISTIC: Name specific defect or feature of product or service.

CRITICAL VARIABLE: Name specific variable.

ACTION: Describe the steps taken to correct current problems and prevent future defects.

EVALUATION OF PROCESS IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS: Summarize the results of the process
improvement actions. Use the goals and baseline information obtained during the Plan and Do phases of the
PIM. Compare this information with the information obtained during the Act phase of the PIM.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LONG-TERM MAINTENANCE OF THE PROCESS IMPROVE-
MENT ACTIONS: Describe the process-specific and organization-wide support and resources required to
permanently establish the process changes.'

PERSONNEL: Describe changes made in the work force involved in the process.

METHODS: Describe changes made in the operations of the process.

MATERIALS: Describe changes made in the supplies used in the process.

MACHINES: Describe changes made in the equipment used in the process.

MONITORING: Describe changes made in bow process performance is measured.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES: This is an optional section. Use customer feedback
information to describe new process improvement goals. Use information obtained during the process analysis
described in this case study to identify different aspects of the process that should be improved.

' "Permanent" in the context of TQL means "until a better way of doing work is found and verified."
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APPENDIX E
FICTITIOUS STUDY OF THE F/A-32 WOLVERINE AIRFRAME

REPAINTING PROCESS
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BACKGROUND IMPROVEMENT GOALS

The Mort de Mer Aviation Depot (MMAD), Point The identification and removal of unwanted variation
Loma, provides aviation maintenance and logistical ser- in the F/A-32 Wolverine painting process are expected to
vices for the 13th Gyrene Aircraft Wing at Araphel lead to fewer defects per aircraft, lowered processing
Gyrene Corps Air Station. The Air Wing includes three costs, ahd improved turnaround time. The results of
FIA-32 Wolverine Squadrons, each with 12 aircraft. The process improvement actions will be compared with the
F/A-32 is designed for use in low-intensity conflicts that baseline data. By preventing defects in the F/A-32
require precision strikes in areas protected by extensive painting process, there is a potential yearly cost savings
antiaircraft systems. A major component of the F/A-32 of $24,000. Reduction in the 3-day delay in turnaround
defensive system is its distinctive "ghost rider" paint time is expected to contribute to the combat readiness of
coating. This coating is radar-reflective and minimizes the 13th Gyrene Air Wing.
the possibility of early detection of the aircraft by hostile
forces. GENERAL PROCESS STEPS

As part of MMAD's Total Quality Leadership (TQL) The Executive Steering Committee developed a gen-
efforts, organizational goals are determined through cus- eral process flowchart to aid in identifying critical manage-
tomer information. Members of the TQL Executive ment areas of responsibility in the painting process. The
Steering Committee are responsible for obtaining cus- following chartpresentsthe majoroperationsrequiredin the
tomer information. During the gathering of such informa- maintenance of the F/A-32 Wolverine (see Figure E- 1).
tion, discussions with the Air Wing Commander and
Wolverine pilots confirmed that the quality of the F/A-32
paint coating is a major factor in maintaining the combat
readiness of the aircraft. Other customer concerns are the
cost of painting the F/A-32 and delivery delays caused by
paintdefects.

SDisassembly

CURRENT PERFORMANCE
I

The MMAD Executive Steering Committee con- Evaluation
ducted a review of archival information to determine
current levels of quality, cost, and schedule performance Routing of
(baseline data) associated with the F/A-32 painting pro- Components
cess. Painting data for 1987 from the three Air Wing
squadrons were retrieved and analyzed. The following Maintenance

information about quality, cost, and schedule was found: I

QUALITY Storage

An average of 37 paint defects occurred per aircraft.
Some defects were minor (surface roughness), but others Reassembly
were major (insufficient coating). I

COST Right Test
Fixing these defects cost $8,000 per squadron, a total

cost overrun of $24,000 to the Air Wing.

SCHEDULE
Analysis of labor transactions and delivery data indi-

cated that correcting paint defects added an average of 3 Figure E-1. General F/A-32 maintenance process flow.

days to the time required to complete the overhaul of an
F/A-32.
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GROUPS INVOLVED IN Ascostwasacriticalcustomerconcern, theeffectsthat
IMPROVEMENT EFFORT were the mostexpensive to courect were targeted for the first

improvement efforts. The Pareto analysis revealed thatthese

Based on a review of the process flowchart and its defects were: insufficient coating, blisters in the paint sur-
cumulative knowledge, the MMAD Executive Steering face, andcracks(seeFigureE-2).
CommitteecharteredaQuality ManagementBoard (QMB).
QMB members were drawn from six divisions-- Engineer- cOf 0f @mic
ing, Production, Management Controls, Quality Assur- lowS_
ance, Material, and Purchasing. Itwasgiven the responsi- 10
bility of analyzing the output of the painting process to
determine process areas for detailed investigation.

The QMB chartered a Process Action Team (PAT) to Gm
identify specific process variables that affected quality. _W

This team comprised paint shop artisans (Production) and
individuals from the other divisions represented on the •"
QMB. 00

ANALYSIS OF THE F/A-32 PAINTING
PROCESS ll"

The QMB reviewed quality control and budget records ,M W W , Of 0, O0,
TrM$ OF PAltlMG OffqlM•

to identify the defects that had a major influence on
painting quality and rework costs. Ten types of painting Figure E-2 F/A-32 painting defect costs for 1987
process defects were analyzed through the use of Pareto
analysis: The PAT developed a flowchart describing the painting

Blisters (Blis) -- raised portions of finish coat process (Figure E-3). This chart describes the process as it

Contamination (Con) --dirt, etc., in coating actually operated and was compared with existing instruc-
tionsandoperationsdocuments. Very little was found in the

Cracks (Crck) -- breaks in final coat way of formal documentation. Apparently, the F/A-32
painting processhad been developed and maintained infor-Decal misplacement (Dec) -- squadron insigniaplaced mally. Thecurrentflowchartofthepaintingprocesswillbe

on wrong aircraft or in improper location used in future efforts to streamline and standardize opera-

Unfilled Depression (Ufd) -- dents in surface tiofs.

Insufficient coating (Coat) -- not enough coating to The PAT developed a cause-and-effect diagram to
provide adequate radar protection identify process variables that could affect the quality of
Overspraying (Ovsp) -- paint or primer on F/A-32 painting (Figure E-4). The information sharedunwanted surface during the construction of the diagram was valuable in

directing the PAT's efforts to begin preliminary data

Roughness (Rgh) -- "orange peel," sags, or runs in collection. The next section presents the quality charac-
coating teristics and process variables that were found to be

critical in the process.
Sanding scratches (Scr) -- marks due to excessive

abrasion
Underbaking (Unbk) -- insufficient heat or time in
dryingoven
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Figure E-3. FIA -32 painting process flowchart
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Figure E-4. cause-and-effect diagram developed by the PAT
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QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS AND ,.wg,,-,-
CRITICAL VARIABLES

The PAT used scatter diagrams to identify the process
variables that had the greatest effect on the quality prob- • •
lems associated with the F/A-32 painting process. The r
findings of the PAT have been organized by quality IS
characteristic.:nfin an

IS an n10 "M nm M106

Quality Characteristic: Insufficientcoating Figure E-7. F/A-32 paint coating cracks and
Critical Variable: Airpressureof paintsprayer relationship to oven temperature.
(FigureEi-5)

Quality Characteristic: Blisters in the paint surface
Critical Variable: Contamination in fillerfor surface PROCESS IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS
depressions(FigureE6) Based on the information provided by the PAT, the
Quality Characteristic: Cracks QMB and the ESC took corrective actions. These actions
Critical Variable: Temperatureof paint bakingoven have been organized according to their related quality
(FigureE-7) characteristics and critical variables.

Interpretation of the scatter diagrams supported the Quality Characteristic: Insufficientpaint coating
belief that cause-and-effect relationships existed among Critical Variable: Airpressureofpaintsprayer
the variables and the quality characteristics. The next Action: Chronicallyunder- andover-pressurized spray-
section presents the general actions taken to improve and rhavebeenreplaced. Regularmaintenance ofsprayers
control process performance. has been established to ensure more consistent airpres-

sure. Air pressure data will be collected on a sampling
basis at the floor level by workers.

"Quality Characteristic: Blisters
Le,- Critical Variable: Filler contamination
L. Action: Airtight containers for filler material have
,s. ,e * been installed in the preparation areas. Workers have

been shown the relationship between filler contamina-
0LIs jn Is a n a n In I In Itn ,1 in tion and paint blisters (Figure E-6). Purchasing will

ft-tft--.oap,10owho order filler from the vendor that has the best quality.
All vendors have been informed by Purchasing of

Figure E-5. Air pressure of paint sprayer and quality requirements and the TQL approach. Quality
thickness of paint coating. of incoming filler material will be monitored by

0000"-o " workersat the receiving area. Purchasing will begiven
21 information on vendor performance on a regular basis.

e * •Quality Characteristic: Cracks
:6 •Critical Variable: Oven temperature
IS Action: Oven thermostats have been reset to ensure

the optimum bake setting. Oven tenders have been
1 I , 1,I , I I Iinstructed to use actual oven temperature instead of

• ,s go an 1" a , a ,s 16 In M 10 relying on time in oven to determine bake. The QMB
b*UIbom1• omBS"PS, ,I has begun looking for heat monitors that are more accu-

Figure E-6. Depression filler contamination and rate and easier to read than the ones currently used.
number of blisters per square yard.
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EVALUATION OF PROCESS -Paint sprayer aw pressure

IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS - Filler contamination
- Oven temperature

Evaluation data were collected on the painting of the These control charts will be maintained at the floor
aircraft in the three squadrons. The effects of the process level. Workers will collect process data on a sampling
improvement actions on the quality, cost, and schedule of basis.
the F/A-32 painting process are presented below.

Changes In quality: The average number of paint FUTURE IMPROVEMENT
defects peraircraft dropped from 37 to 19. OPPORTUNITIES

Changes Incost: Overexpendituresdue topaintdefects
decreasedby $6,000per squadron. This has resulted in Process monitoring and improvement efforts will be

a total cost savings of$18,000 to the 13th Gyrene Air continued on the three quality characteristics identified by

Wing. analysis. The problems of unfilled depressions and under-
baking will be addressed in upcoming process improve-

Changes in schedule: Delays resulting from the correc- ment efforts. The QMB is investigating the possible use

tion of paintdefectshave been reduced froman average of new painting technologies, such as microwave baking

of 3 days to an average of 1.6 days. and electrostatic paint application.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE LONG-
TERM MAINTENANCE OF PROCESS
IMPROVEMENTS

PERSONNEL
Based on the findings of the F/A-32 painting PAT,

training in machine settings and use will be given to paint
shop workers. Those paint shop workers who were not part
of the PAT will also be given instruction in statistical
process control methods so they can help monitor the
process.

METoDs
Written instructions on the optimum machine set-

tings and painting methods will be developed.

MATERIALS
Purchasing has been authorized to buy airtight con-

tainers for filler material.

MACHINES
A new, regular schedule of preventive maintenance

has been authorized for paint sprayers and baking ovens.

MONITORING
Control charts have been established to monitor the

performance of the following critical process variables
within the F/A-32 painting process.
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